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Understanding Risk
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Principal Catchment Management Specialist

on behalf of the Water Strategy Catchment Management Team:

Louisa Gumbrell & Leasa Williams
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The focus of this 

presentation

Current Risk

DWS Compliance

DWI Undertaking on 

Metaldehyde

National Environment 

Programme

Future Risk

Understanding emerging problems in 

catchment 

Balancing catchment v treatment 

Funding decisions

Sufficient evidence to base decisions

Sufficient lead in time for CM 

Understanding effectiveness

Drivers for understanding risk

(NB: Risk mapping in relation to water strategy, not DWSP) 

• Pesticides in surface waters

• Nitrates in ground waters

• Focus here on surface waters and principally metaldehyde
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Pesticide models in 

development 

• ArcSWAT: predicts impact of land use 

on water quality. 

– Uses flows, WQ data etc. In development 

but limited metaldehyde data in it

• SIMPOL: forecasts metaldehyde in SWS 

raw and treated water. 

– Uses land use data, metaldehyde 

application rate data, weather data, river 

flows and reservoirs level data 

• Future pesticide risk – PRISM: how will 

pesticides change in the next 10 years

– Uses pesticide use data and poses 15 

different scenarios
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Why have we mapped risk? 

Evidence-based Catchment Management decision making  

 We understand risk at intakes …but where is it coming from? 

Understanding risk to inform 

catchment monitoring

Monitor to understand risk 

…… but risk changes

Seasonality, weather (current & previous 

years), crop rotations, behaviours, 

accidents etc

Need a long term catchment dataset to 

improve confidence

RISK MAPPING

Understanding risk for informed 

decisions with limited data

Risk mapping useful alongside catchment data  Iterative & adaptive process

Recognise 
limitations 

define “no regrets” 
actions

Progress
“no regrets” 

actions
Gather in-
catchment 

data 

Analyse WQ data 
and refine
risk maps

Risk 
mapping
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Understanding metaldehyde risk…for now 

• Level 1 – landscape risk (soil, slope, 

connectivity) at sub-catchment level

• Level 2 - landscape risk + land use 

risk (agriculture/non ag) at 5km level

• Level 3 – crop risk at field scale where 

data allows, CSFO input

• Level 4 – Water Quality driven spike 

matching

Level 4

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Mosaic of approaches

Iterative & adaptive

& ongoing
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Where to start?
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What have we found most useful?

• Combination of evidence 

• Experience and logical thought

• Simple maps of geographical location, basic hydrology

• In-catchment WQ monitoring – vital for evidence and communications

• Agricultural activities – arable land parcels (CLAD) 

• Tenant /contractor areas

• Crop rotation information - including harvest timing and farmer plans

• Pesticide use – FERA data, iMAP, agronomists advice and reporting

• Soils data – indication of ‘slugginess’ as well as under drainage

• In-catchment presence – catchment officers, agronomists, champion 

farmers, farmers

• Farmers feelings on perceived risk is important 
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The risk of lumping data into “Risk”

• The importance of not lumping data into risk maps 

– Need catchment logic and experience of farming system and behaviour

– Don’t generalise farmer behaviour too much

• Metaldehyde: highly seasonal, behaviourally driven, and luck / bad luck

– Crude analysis to relate flow data / associated WQ metrics to metaldehyde 

WQ data  no pattern (?)

• Risk is about understanding behaviour that results in the WQ risk 

rather than just environmental risks, and then targeting your 

interventions to match that

• A long standing catchment monitoring network is vital, as is a 

presence in the catchment, all combined with a collaborative, 

logical and thorough thought process.
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Risk Maps of WQ data – Medway MR

NB: Concentrations NOT loads

 Mindful of significance of 

source
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Risk Maps of WQ data – Medway Tributaries

Teise & Beult: high Mt 

concentrations and larger 

flow tribs  load

Bourne: high concentrations 

but lower flow  load
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River Medway – Beult sub catchment Targeting 
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Understanding risk for smart abstraction: when 

risk mapping doesn’t give us what we need

• What is smart abstraction?

– Using WQ, hydrological, 
meteorological and pesticide 
usage data to define early 
warnings for metaldehyde 
events  choice to turn off 
abstractions

– DO implications are a key 
constraint with SW sources

• How does risk mapping help? 

• How do we do this in the absence 
of timely data?

Aggregated water quality risk index 

approach

 harvest is complete

 antecedent dry period

 soil moisture deficits

 warm wet winter the previous year

 farmer perception of slug pressure

 OSR price up, favourite as break crop

 weather is forecast to break

 agronomist reports drilling crops

 Rain!

 turbidity and ammonia rise

 metaldehyde rises
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Key lessons learned so far 

• Don’t model to death

• Models are only as good as input data – monitoring is critical

• Share data to build trust

• Communicate in uncomplicated, unembellished forms is key to trust

• Be willing to work with best available information rather than doing 

nothing – DWI undertaking  “no regrets” measures in the interim

• Be willing to learn and recognise when you’ve got it wrong

• Be agile and reactive, re-direct, team mobility
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Thank you

Claire.Neale@southernwater.co.uk



`

Catchment Walkovers

Simon Lohrey 

Surface Water Catchment

Management Lead



Introduction

• The problem: Pollutants in drinking water sources 

• The objective: To highlight hotspot areas which may require 

interventions to reduce diffuse and point source pollution in both 

surface water and groundwater catchments.

• Approach based on Source-Pathway-Receptor model *DEFRA 

Guidelines for Environmental Risk Assessment and Management: Green 

Leaves III

• Source – focus on productive arable land 

• Pathway factors from academic literature (e.g. Asfaw et al., 2015, 

Kay and Grayson, 2013):

• Slope

• Proximity to watercourse

• Soil type



Methodology

The assessment process falls into three main stages:

• Stage One – desk study including review of academic 

and practitioner literature and baseline data. Define 

catchment boundary

• Stage Two – ground truthing including walking/driving 

the catchment to confirm high risk areas and pick up 

subtleties not captured in Stage One

• Stage Three – combining observed arable parcels with 

data on other risk factors (Soil, Geology, Slope) to 

identify key hot spot areas

Does not consider field scale features or in field management 

practices but provides a starting point for further investigation 



Desk Study

Inherent Characteristics:

• Geology
• Soils
• Topography
• Agricultural Land Classification
• Biodiversity
• Leaching Potential

Managed Characteristics:

• Land Use
• Designations
• Agriculture
• Engagement with Support and Incentives
• Forestry, Horticulture and Amenity
• Groundwater Vulnerability Classification



Geology



Soils



Topography



Arable Land Use 



Arable Land and Soil Type



Proximity to Watercourse



High Risk Areas 



Leaching Potential – Groundwater



Groundwater Vulnerability Maps



Learning Points 

• Time and resources to plan landowner engagement and 
obtain access permissions

• Public footpaths, bridleways and rural road network 
provide access to some areas of catchment 

• Notify landowners and police of your movements

• Liveried vehicle, company uniform, I.D.

• Difficulty of using data sets that are not up to date

• Prioritise waterbodies or geographical areas

• The study will always takes longer than you think 

• Give full consideration to health and safety needs 



Summary 

Robust methodology using Source-Pathway-Receptor model

1) Desk Study

2) Ground truthing 

3) Combined assessment

Rapid risk assessment achieved by using public access routes 

as opposed to landowner permissions 

Used to inform investment decisions, prioritise catchment 

delivery, further study and investigation



Case Study: North End Stream

Assessing Current Condition & Future Opportunities

River Ouse Catchment Walkovers



The North End Stream

Contains Environment Agency 
information © Environment 
Agency and database right -
Crown copyright and 
database rights 2016 
Ordnance Survey 100024198’



The North End Stream

• Hamsey – East Chiltington: 5.5km

• Last WFD Classification – “Moderate”

• Failures – Phosphate and Fish Passage

• Too Small for WFD

• Important Sea Trout stream

• Heavy siltation of stream bed - gravels



Walkover Survey

• River Habitat Surveys (RHS)

• Assess In-channel Habitat Quality

• Map Surrounding land Use & Buffers

• Water Quality Transect

• Engagement with Landowners

• Identify Priority Areas for Work

• Outputs………



All maps contain Environment Agency information © Environment Agency and database right - Crown copyright and database rights 2015 Ordnance Survey 100024198’



Contains Environment Agency
information © Environment
Agency and database right -
Crown copyright and database
rights 2016 Ordnance Survey
100024198’





Recommendations





Thanks for Listening

peter.king@oart.org.uk



Q&A

#lowlandcatchment #Swenvironment

LinkedIn – Lowland Catchments



Workshop session – how do we 

identify risks and overlapping 

interests?

#lowlandcatchment #Swenvironment

LinkedIn – Lowland Catchments


